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Abstract

When building NLP models, there is a tendency
to aim for broader coverage, often overlooking
cultural and (socio)linguistic nuance. In this
position paper, we make the case for care and at-
tention to such nuances, particularly in dataset
annotation, as well as the inclusion of cultural
and linguistic expertise in the process. We
present a playbook for responsible dataset cre-
ation for polyglossic, multidialectal languages.
This work is informed by a study on Arabic
annotation of social media content.

1 Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) is the foun-
dation of numerous automated decision-making
systems in a growing number of scenarios and
languages, including content moderation on plat-
forms with global reach and consequence (Gille-
spie, 2020). Thus it is highly pertinent to address
how practitioners can build responsible NLP sys-
tems, models, and workflows for languages beyond
English (Bender, 2019; Mielke, 2016; Husain and
Uzuner, 2021). In doing so, it is essential that
these systems are designed with the inclusion of
domain experts and stakeholder groups with na-
tive fluency and local/regional knowledge (Bender,
2009; Ovadya and Whittlestone, 2019). This will
not only ensure the presence of the deep problem
understanding necessary to create accurate systems
and anticipate potential harms, but foster earned
trust and legitimacy in the system (Martin Jr et al.,
2020).

Many performant machine learning/NLP algo-
rithms to date are supervised, relying on large scale
annotated training data, thus the veracity and cura-
tion of the data labels can have significant impact
on model performance (Bender et al., 2021; North-
cutt et al., 2021). And further, even unsupervised
and semi-supervised systems require labeled data
for evaluation as a bare minimum to allow visibility
into any blindspots in the system performance.

In this position paper, we focus on NLP datasets,
highlighting the potential for compounding harms
to at-risk populations and calling for greater care
and attention to annotation and annotator support
(Denton et al., 2021). This is demonstrated via the
varieties of Arabic.1

2 Arabic Varieties and NLP

Arabic is a Semitic language, spoken by over 420M
people globally with the highest concentration in
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) where it
is the dominant or official language of over twenty
nations. Arabic is better described as a family of
languages as the so-called "dialects" are highly vari-
able and often have low inter-dialect comprehensi-
bility (Al-Wer and Horesh, 2018). e.g. Moroccan
and Egyptian varieties are about as mutually in-
telligible as Spanish and Romanian. Importantly,
Arabic should not be considered as an analog to
English, i.e. one language with closely related
dialects (e.g. British, American, and Australian
English). This comparison buries the polyglossic
(when languages co-exist in a community) and het-
erogeneous characteristics of Arabic that are cru-
cial to take into account when building effective
Arabic NLP systems. We describe several relevant
features of Arabic in this section.

First, while these varieties share the same root
in Classical Arabic, varying historical and cultural
experiences across the Arab world have led to the
divergence in spoken practice, leading to frequent
cases of "faux amis," a.k.a. false cognates. This
phenomenon refers to words or phrases that ap-
pear or sound the same between the varieties but
have different meanings. For example, the word

1We primarily use the term "varieties" of Arabic to refer to
what are often colloquially called Arabic "dialects," "forms"
of Arabic, or Arabic "languages." Referring to the varieties
of Arabic as "dialects" does not do justice to (and even obfus-
cates) the fact that many are mutually incomprehensible (§2).
On the other hand, using the term "languages" minimizes the
close connection between the Arabic varieties.
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zahry2 means my luck in Tunisian Arabic, however
the same word refers to the color pink in Levan-
tine. Faux amis have implications for detecting
objectionable speech, e.g. a common slur in Mo-
roccan Arabic is zamel, however in Yemeni it is a
type of singing that has become popular in recent
years with the war in Yemen. Notably, this phe-
nomenon is not only on the lexical level but also
on the phrasal level, e.g. yETyk AlEfyap in Levan-
tine dialects means "may you have good health,"
however in Moroccan it translates to "go to hell."

Second, Arabic exemplifies one of the best
known cases of diglossia,3 where the formal Mod-
ern Standard Arabic (MSA) or fuSHY, and the re-
gional spoken vernaculars co-exist in virtually ev-
ery speech community. Today, MSA is used in
practice primarily for international news and legal
contracts. It is generally the language of educa-
tion, and thus only fully accessible to those with
a certain level of literacy and training. In fact,
MSA is a formal language akin to Shakespearean
English and is not spoken colloquially. Despite
that, MSA is considered a relatively high-resource
language (Bender, 2019) due to its status as the
shared language in the Arab world, as such it is
often the variety used in Arabic language technolo-
gies. Moreover, it is the prevalent Arabic variety
of language-learning courses across the world. No-
tably, L2 language learners of MSA often have
trouble communicating with native Arabic speak-
ers due to considerable divergences between MSA
and spoken varieties. Due to these factors, when
NLP systems are built for MSA a large portion of
Arabic speakers cannot benefit fully from the tech-
nology, creating an access disparity between those
with and without a more advanced education.4

The third feature to highlight is the fact that
the colloquial varieties of Arabic greatly differ
from one another along a geographic and social
continuum, however general consensus splits Ara-
bic into six broad groupings. Following Habash
(2010) these are: Iraqi (Iraq), Levantine (Syria,
Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine), Maghrebi (Morocco,
Tunisia, Algeria, Libya,5 Western Sahara, Maurita-
nia), Peninsular/Gulf (Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,

2We use the Buckwalter transliteration standard to render
Romanized Arabic text throughout the paper.

3Diglossia refers to polyglossia with only two varieties.
4In the Arab world, basic literacy levels are 80% for adults

over 15 years and 75% for females-only. (The World Bank:
Literacy rate, adult total (% of people ages 15 and above) -
Middle East & North Africa, 1973-2020.)

5Libyan Arabic is often in its own dialect grouping.

Bahrain, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait6), Yemeni
(Yemen), Egyptian (Egypt & Sudan7).

These broad dialect groupings of course do not
fully account for the heterogeneous political and
cultural aspects of MENA or the Arabic speaking
diaspora. This can be a pitfall in annotation given
that contextual knowledge is often necessary for
full semantic and pragmatic understanding. As an
example, the Maghrebi dialect may be more appro-
priately broken down further, as Algerian is often
unintelligible to Moroccan and Tunisian variety
speakers due to the infusion of novel, contextually-
based vocabulary that correspond to the country’s
particular political context. This is a common phe-
nomenon across MENA, and of course for other
languages. The unique country-level situations for
Arabic dialects – not to mention contexts and group-
ings that are sub-national or transcend country bor-
ders – are important to take into account as NLP
practitioners strive to produce systems that capture
how humans naturally use language.

A final element to mention is the fact that there
are no standard orthographies for Arabic dialectal
text and the written variants exhibit pervasive code
switching. This property is of course particularly
important in the context of text annotation. Such
a language profile pushes the boundaries of NLP,
and perceptions away from Arabic as a monolith.8

3 Motivational Case Study: Arabic on
Social Media

To highlight the necessity for a more nuanced treat-
ment of polyglossic, multidialectal languages, we
study annotation of Arabic content on the Facebook
platform. The text-based samples in the study are
in native Arabic script (i.e. non-romanized), cre-
ated by users in ten Arabic nations: Algeria, Mo-
rocco, Libya, Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, Sudan, and Yemen. We select these nations
to cover all broad dialect groups in the region (§2),
with some inter-dialect comparisons, e.g. Syria and
Lebanon. Country-level groupings are employed in
the study, rather than the broad dialects, to capture
the contextual nature of content in each nation.

6Kuwait is sometimes placed with the Iraqi dialect.
7This Egyptian & Sudani grouping is standard, yet ques-

tionable due to linguistic differences and further fraught when
considering the history of the region (Troutt Powell, 2003).

8For a well-structured review of Arabic language detection,
see Husain and Uzuner (2021). For an intro text on Arabic
NLP, see Habash (2010), and for a fundamental introduction
to Arabic sociolinguistics, see Al-Wer and Horesh (2018).
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Figure 1: Aggregate implied threshold per country of
the AiM using Signal Detection Theory (reduced by
the overall aggregate implied threshold for all countries
combined). Note that a relatively higher threshold in-
dicates greater leniency, or alternatively that a lower
relative threshold indicates greater strictness.

Approximately 3000 pieces of content are sam-
pled per country from a source dataset created for
the purpose of hate speech classification evaluation.
For content from each country, we compare data
labeled by annotators residing in Morocco (AiM)
to reviews by annotators with native fluency and
expertise for each country in the study, a.k.a. coun-
try experts (CE). For example, for Syrian content,
annotation by AiM is compared to that by CE who
are verified Syrian annotators. It is worth noting
that the CE annotation consistency as measured by
intra CE agreement – inter-annotator agreement or
IAA – is quite high ranging from 64% for Egyptian
to 92% for Moroccan Arabic.9 The overlap sam-
ple sizes for the CE IAA measurement ranged in
size from 91 unique items corresponding to 26% of
the total Saudi Arabic dataset to 975 unique items
corresponding to 41% of the total Iraqi dataset.

To achieve this, the content is first sampled and
sorted primarily by IP into per-country queues. CE
then choose the dominant language variety and
country of the sample. From there, the data is
filtered to only Arabic content from the country.
After filtering, the CE label the content (previously
labeled by AiM) with one of two classes: "delete"
(i.e. the content is deemed hateful) or "ignore" (i.e.
the content is deemed benign) per a predefined set
of content guidelines.

The main findings of this study are as follows:
(1) For every country dataset, the majority of the
content is found to be in the Arabic dialect of that
nation, rather than MSA. This tracks with the un-
derstanding that users communicate informally on

9Variations in CE agreement is outside the scope of this
investigation. For this, we defer to future research.

social media (Habash, 2010; McCulloch, 2019),
(2) The Saudi and Algerian datasets show a signifi-
cantly higher presence of MSA content (31% and
27%, respectively) than other country datasets. Ad-
ditionally, 74% of the Arabic samples in the Saudi
dataset are identified by CE as non-Saudi content,
a property of that could be explained by inward
migration.10 Thus after filtering the Saudi dataset
is significantly smaller than that of any other coun-
try dataset. (3) Signal Detection Theory (SDT)
models decision-making as a mixture of Gaussians
(one for benign content and another for violating
content) and determines the implied threshold of
the reviewers in aggregate (Bakalar et al., 2021).
Employing SDT, we find the AiM reviewers are
labeling Moroccan content more leniently with sta-
tistical significance (Figure 1) as compared to all
other country datasets, with the notable exception
of the Saudi dataset.

Of further note, considering the CE labeling for
each dataset as ground truth, the Morocco dataset
had the most accurate labeling by the AiM cohort
at 87%. This is an intuitive result that was verified
in this study. This finding, coupled with the SDT
results shown in Figure 1, point to two potential
interpretations: When reviewers understand the
linguistic and contextual content of the samples,
they

1. Are more likely to understand the nuances of
the content that make it benign (e.g. sarcastic
or idiomatic speech);

2. May feel comfortable giving a certain benefit-
of-the-doubt (a.k.a. leniency) to the content
creator, whereas they may not for groups in
which they are not a member.

This observed leniency, alone, could imply that
reviewers should not review content within their
own variety, however when coupled with the so-
ciolinguistic knowledge presented in Section 2 on
the distance between the varieties and the finding
that, for the Morocco dataset, the the AiM cohort
and CE had the highest agreement, these findings
instead point to the fact that reviewers could be
misunderstanding other-variety content or are rela-
tively more strict on out-group member content.

This study highlights the impact of Arabic va-
riety differences on annotation. Accordingly we
gather observations and formalize the process
rendering it applicable across similar scenarios,

10United Nations Population Division, World Population
Prospects: 2019 Revision.
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namely, dataset creation for polyglossic, multidi-
alectal languages such as Indo/Malay, varieties of
German, etc.

4 A Playbook for Dataset Creation

For accurate annotation of natural language con-
tent, it is important for NLP practitioners to con-
sider the entire flow of content to the training or
evaluation datasets.11 Here, we propose general
recommended practices for annotation, with fur-
ther information for Arabic NLP dataset creation,
informed by the case study in Section 3. The guide-
lines aim to: (1) ensure there is sufficient expertise
to – at minimum – understand the variety and con-
text of the annotation samples; (2) route samples to
experts who are best equipped to field and process
them; and, (3) provide expert support and inclusion
in the process of NLP design and implementation.
These recommendations could seem obvious to
some, however they are worth crisply laying out to
set expectations of expert inclusion and support in
NLP development. They are as follows:
(1) Data sample collection and curation that is
representative of the speech/orthographies of the
user cohort for the developers’ intended systems,
and refreshed periodically to capture changing rel-
evant events ensuring concurrent and temporal sen-
sitivity (DeVries et al., 2019; Rancic et al., 2021).
Such measures can reduce the potential for harms
due to group under-representation in datasets (Baro-
cas et al., 2019; Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018).

For the case study, we employed a stratified sam-
pling technique to endeavor to capture the linguistic
landscape of Arabic variety-speakers, and relevant
context coverage for Arabic content from the coun-
tries and communities in focus.
(2) Training materials and interface design to
support the annotators in understanding their task.
For the case study (§3), this included prototyping
and iterations on the training materials and inter-
face, with multi-stage feedback from a subset of an-
notators. Additionally, there was select translation
of training materials and the annotation interface
into the Arabic varieties to assist understanding
(localization).12

11As has previously been described for some social media
platforms, content can be added to manual (or human) review
queues through proactive identification by an ML classifier
or reporting from a user (Facebook, 2020). This content is
then de-duplicated, ranked, and routed to the proper queue for
manual inspection and labeling (Vincent, 2020).

12For example, in prototyping with experts, we changed

(3) Annotator representation: Reviewers are ade-
quately representative of the users whose content
they are labeling, and have necessary fluency in the
language and context of the samples they are vet-
ting. Ideally, proficiency is validated with testing
and responsible hiring practices.13

(4) Annotator proficiency assessment to verify
both language proficiency and an understanding of
context and culture to the relevant level for the task
at hand. This has the added benefit of demonstrat-
ing legitimacy and trustworthiness of the dataset.
Evaluations should be designed carefully as many
speakers of one variety have passive knowledge
(vs. deep/native understanding) of other varieties.
Arabic speakers may consider themselves fluent
enough in the passive variety however it is im-
portant that their proficiency level is carefully as-
sessed.14

Furthermore, evaluations per-variety in many of
these polyglossic multidialectal language families
should include contextual elements relevant to the
country or region. At present, many out-of-the-
box Arabic proficiency tests are specific to MSA,
which is not recommended unless employed as a
supplement.

For the case study (§3), a major difference be-
tween the Morocco-based annotators and country
experts is their verified relevant expertise. The
country experts are proficient in the Arabic vari-
ety and regional contexts relevant to the labeling
tasks, with sufficient cultural understanding to accu-
rately interpret content from the community. Broad
groupings (§2) could be employed, depending on
the granularity of contextual content and goals of
the model. Setting aside the vast in-homogeneity
of cultures and complex contexts across the Arabic-
speaking world, there can be a misconception that if
an individual can speak one Arabic dialect/variety
they can accurately label content for any or adjacent
varieties. This should not generally be assumed
(Al-Wer and Horesh, 2018; Habash, 2010).
(5) Sample routing and queues are recommended
such that annotators are reviewing content within

the term "MSA" in annotation questions to the Arabic term
"fuSHY."

13If other languages are needed for labeling, e.g. to under-
stand the training materials, examples, or prompts, proficiency
standards are recommended for those languages as well (if the
instructions are in English while the actual text to be annotated
is Swahili, for instance).

14Arabic speakers often have passive knowledge of Egyp-
tian Arabic, the dominant variety in Arabic language media.
However passive learning from media can lead to missing
Egyptian specific vernacular/cultural nuance.
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their expertise. For systems aiming to cover mul-
tiple dialects or language groupings (e.g. multiple
Arabic varieties), content could be divided by a
manual or automated language identification sys-
tem and routed to designated annotator queues.

For Arabic varieties, queues and routing at least
at the granularity level of each broad grouping (§2)
is generally essential, due to the low inter-variety
comprehension. If country context is deemed rel-
evant for the type of samples and application, e.g.
political contexts/social value content, further sub-
divisions (e.g. country, age, gender identity, etc.)
are likely to be important for accuracy and consis-
tency in labeling. For systems with automated rout-
ing, language and geographic identification could
be employed to detect and separate dialects and
contexts. A possible starting point is the group-
ings as described in §2, enhanced with guiding
per-variety word lists.

These elements bring up the difficult question of
granularity: Not just how, but how deeply should
practitioners divide datasets and annotation, in or-
der to ensure sufficient coverage and understand-
ing of the content? This is a deceptively challeng-
ing question as languages most commonly exist
on a continuum and practitioners can often divide
the natural language groups further with no clear
ideal stopping point. This question of granular-
ity presents the need for a careful deliberation of
trade-offs, often around resource expenditure vs.
annotator expertise and data coverage. Data avail-
ability or the cost of obtaining high-quality labeling
will frequently become a limiting factor. The over-
arching recommendation in this work is to priori-
tize high quality annotation over breadth of cover-
age, indicating that in the cases where researchers
do not have the resources for high quality anno-
tation and annotator support they instead reduce
coverage by tightening the goals of their NLP tech-
nology/application.

(6) Sample re-routing capabilities are relevant to
capture routing errors, especially as errors in lan-
guage identification can be surprising. It’s impor-
tant to build flexibility into the annotation system
to allow annotators to route/skip samples outside
their expertise, as well as a mechanism to surface
such routing failures to improve the system. For
the case study, we provided a mechanism to filter
or surface routing errors.

(7) Data evaluation for faithful and accurately-
labeled evaluation and training (if applicable), such

that a resulting model can report real patterns
(Northcutt et al., 2021). This includes label eval-
uation and auditing systems to measure accuracy,
sensitivity, and any potential bias (e.g. sampling
biases, statistical biases, or stereotypes) encoded
in the datasets (Bakalar et al., 2021; Barocas and
Selbst, 2016). A multi-evaluation system for the
stability of the labels, or uncovering ambiguity,
could be significant (Caliskan et al., 2017).

For multidialectal, polyglossic languages such as
Arabic, it is important that data evaluations account
for the language variety and contextual differences,
particularly with tricky faux amis. For the case
study, we employed a multistage process with adju-
dication using multiple expert reviewers of content
to check annotation quality.
(8) Reviewer well-being support systems, includ-
ing but not limited to rest periods and psychological
support, are important for any type of annotation,
and especially-so when the dataset is composed of
disturbing or traumatic content. These means of
support are even more essential for the well-being
of Arabic annotators, given the high rate of PTSD
in the Arab world (Suto, 2016; Syria Relief, 2021).

Care is needed when constructing Arabic nat-
ural language datasets, due to the prevalence of
faux amis, Modern Standard Arabic and pervasive
linguistic code switching, as well as the complex
cultural and political contexts of Arabic-dominant
countries. This is not to mention the potentially dire
consequences of errors for economically disadvan-
taged and vulnerable groups in MENA (Amnesty
International, 2020; Human Rights Watch, 2017;
Shea and al-Hassani, 2021; Johnsen, 2021). The
guidelines in this section serve the additional pur-
pose of surfacing failure modes in labeling that
could scale when training classifiers, or obfuscate
issues with model outcomes for evaluation datasets.

5 Conclusion

Polyglossic and multidialectal languages present
both challenges and opportunities to the NLP com-
munity, chief among them are the trade-offs in-
herent in dataset creation. From developing best
practices with Arabic, we can apply the guidelines
to other polyglossic, dialectal languages – such as
Chinese, Indonesian/Malay, and German – with the
understanding that with each language comes new
challenges.
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6 Ethical Considerations

This paper fits in to the body of responsible and
fair AI research by offering best practices towards
ensuring the annotation ecosystem for dataset cre-
ation is responsive to the relevant groups in the
Arabic-speaking world, and by extension local com-
munities. The general goals of this work are to limit
representational and potential downstream alloca-
tive harms (Barocas et al., 2019). Moreover, the
work strives to advise on building NLP systems that
allow annotators to be a voice for their local com-
munities, where they are appreciated for their skill
and ability to provide deep problem understanding.
Expert Inclusion: Regional/country experts with
Arabic variety proficiency are included in all stages
of the guideline formulation, research design and
implementation, and producing the comparative
annotation results in Section 3. Their expertise is
critical to the entire research process.15

Audience: This work is targeted for the NLP com-
munity. The guidelines are formulated with an
understanding that practitioners may not have the
resources to implement them all to the fullest ex-
tent. They are north stars to aim for, however if
language/content understanding and reviewer sup-
port are not achievable with the resources at-hand,
the practitioner can reduce the dialect/variety cov-
erage of the annotation accordingly. We advocate
for a nuanced approach in dataset creation over
comprehensive coverage.
Scope: This work is limited to Arabic varieties,
with the hope that researchers can gain insight into
handling other polyglossic, multidialectal global
languages as well as a sense for the complexities
of dataset creation for NLP. There are certainly
nuances to Arabic annotation that are not covered
in this work that affect annotation such as code
switching and orthographic considerations.

Furthermore, we focus on the broad Arabic di-
alects when discussing representation in the guide-
lines (§4). We recognize that there are other, deeply
important areas of diversity and representation in-
cluding gender, political stance, religion, etc., how-
ever we considered these outside the scope of this
particular paper. What we describe here are rec-
ommended minimal representation requirements
considering language at as high of a level as pos-

15Due to safety concerns, we have not included these ex-
perts in authorship, and cannot include them all by name
in acknowledgments. Instead, we have acknowledged them
personally and professionally where possible.

sible. Of course other groupings have particular
manners of language use that could be required for
fully accurate annotation.

Broader Impacts: NLP systems are embedded in
our multifaceted, ever-changing societies, and it is
therefore necessary to consider the model’s poten-
tial or realized impacts, as well as the productive
and adversarial manners in which the world can
feedback to the model (Sambasivan et al., 2020;
Hagerty and Rubinov, 2019). The primary scope
of this paper is data, however in what follows we
discuss elements of model support that can provide
constructive feedback to the system.

First, this paper calls for soliciting stakeholder
input, particularly through working with annota-
tors who are of the community the model aims to
capture. But further consultation with groups such
as regional user-advocacy groups can be important
to garner a higher-level view and broader prob-
lem understanding to prevent potential issues and
low performance for underserved groups (Martin Jr
et al., 2020; Caliskan et al., 2017; Bruckman, 2020;
Ovadya and Whittlestone, 2019; Abid et al., 2021).

Other practices to aid the practitioner in envi-
sioning the possible impacts of their work include:
staged system roll-out or prototyping to get ahead
of any unforeseen issues before full launch, and
performing an impact investigation. Impact investi-
gations are worthwhile, though they are neither sim-
ple nor straightforward and there are no clear norms
(Prunkl et al., 2021; Partnership on AI, 2021).

The nature of statistical prediction means careful
error handling is of the highest importance, as these
systems will never be mistake-free, and in fact NLP
systems can have surprising or unanticipated errors.
In creating NLP systems, practitioners can ask what
can be done to minimize potential negative impacts
of errors (Hellman, 2019). At the massive scales at
which AI can operate, even a small error rate could
affect many people (Sullivan, 2016).

And, to garner constructive feedback, mean-
ingful transparency measures are important (Di-
akopoulos, 2016; Mitchell et al., 2019), as are
mechanisms for external feedback for model im-
provement in order to allow the model to be respon-
sive to external events.

These practices are generally important, but
especially-so for the Arab world, as much of
MENA is in-conflict, afflicted by ongoing ten-
sions and political violence (Amnesty International,
2020; Johnsen, 2021) that can be amplified by tech-
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nology (Shea and al-Hassani, 2021) or harnessed
by violent and/or authoritarian state actors (Human
Rights Watch, 2017).
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